RACE AND THE ENLIGHTENMENT
MAY 14th – MAY 15th 2013

A colloquium on the History of Race

May 14th
1:30-4:00: Everest Lounge
Panel Discussion
Robert Bernasconi: Penn State University
Kolb as Source for Buffon, Rousseau and Kant
Bernard Boxill: University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Sympathy, Resemblance and Race in the Enlightenment

May 15th
10:00-11:30
Phi Beta Kappa Room (Library 204)
Workshop with Speakers
(contact Felmon Davis if interested)
Panel Discussion
1:30-4:00: PBK Room
Andrew Curran: Wesleyan University
Buffon and Proto-Raciology
Charles W. Mills: Northwestern University
Kant and Race Redux

Panel discussions open to the public.
Attendance at workshop by confirmation only.

For further information
Felmon Davis
Department of Philosophy
<davisf-at – union.edu>
518 388 6205